EXPOSED CHAIN WASTE

(LA17001/LA17002)

INSTALLATION & AFTERCARE INSTRUCTIONS
IMPORTANT
Before commencing installation, read through all of these instructions carefully. Installation must comply with any requirements imposed by local authorities. Ensure that
there is no damage to the bath tub or the waste prior to installation.

INSTALLATION PROCEDURES
These instructions cover the installation of LA17001 and LA17002 waste kits. If installing LA17002 make provision for the trap provided with the kit.,
1. Take the waste connector (A) and the rubber washer (B) and position them on the underside of the waste hole. From inside the bath, lower the rubber washer (C)
and waste cover plate (D) over the waste hole and loosely tighten in place at this stage with the long fixing screw (E). T
2. Take the overflow connector (F) and rubber seal (G) and position them on the outside of the bath over the overflow hole. With the overflow cover plate (H) on the
inside of the bath, loosely tighten in place with the shorter fixing screw (I).
Note: Fixing screws may need to be cut down so that a water-tight seal can be formed, as the fixing screw is long enough to ensure a fit on a range of bath thicknesses.
3. Offer the chrome pipe (J) to the overflow connector and the waste connector (A) to determine the correct length for the pipe. The chrome pipe can be cut to size
with a hacksaw or pipe cutter so that the pipe fits different bath shapes. If the pipe needs to be cut down, ensure that at least 20mm of the chrome pipe is inside the
waste connector (A) and overflow connector (F).
5. Once any adjustments have been made to the chrome pipe, the waste connector and overflow connector can be removed for silicone sealing - ensure that the
washers (B & G) are sealed both to the connectors (A & F) and then to the outside of the bath. Secure the connectors back in place in the same way as steps 1 and 2.
Note: Make sure the overflow cover plate has the chain connection holes at the bottom for later installation.
6. Offer the chrome pipe to the connectors, making sure that the rubber pipe seal and rubber o-ring (K) and pipe nut (L) are positioned on the pipe, as shown, to make a
watertight seal. Tighten each pipe nut with an adjustable wrench. Install the plug chain to the overflow cover plate.
7. Make the necessary connections between the waste connector (A) and the bathroom waste pipework. If installing LA17002 waste and shroud kit, assemble the
chrome bath trap to the waste connector at this stage. Please allow time for any silicone sealant to set before water testing and checking for leaks.
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